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Tripartisan, Pro-Consumer Coalition Pushes for End to Rate Freeze for Electric Utilities 

 
(Richmond) – Activate Virginia, a state political action committee focused on democratic            
reform, today released a list of 54 General Assembly candidates and incumbents committed to              
resuming rate reviews and ending the electric rate freeze instituted by SB 1349 (2015). To do                
so, these individuals support reform as specified in State Senator Chap Petersen’s SB 1095              
(2017), which he plans to reintroduce in the 2018 session.  
 
Governor Terry McAuliffe has previously stated he would sign Petersen’s SB 1095 if given the               
opportunity.  
 
The 2015 “rate freeze” bill froze electric rates at levels such that the utilities over-collected               
from ratepayers. The State Corporation Commission, normally charged with ordering rate           
decreases or refunds, is prohibited from doing its job until 2023. As a result, Dominion Energy                
and Appalachian Power Co. have accumulated hundreds of millions of dollars in excess profits.  
 
Last week, the Trump Administration’s EPA Administrator, Scott Pruitt, announced plans to            
withdraw the Obama-era Clean Power Plan. In doing so, he undercut the rationale for the initial                
rate freeze. Josh Stanfield, Executive Director of Activate Virginia, sees this reform effort as an               
alignment of the political stars. “This disastrous move at the federal level presents an              
opportunity for Virginia politicians to protect ratepayers statewide and ensure fair electric            
rates. That candidates and incumbents from three parties - as well as independents - agree on                
this reform makes it all the more necessary and achievable.” 
 
Of the 54 individuals committed to this reform, 43 are Democrats, two are Republicans, five are                
from the Green Party, and four are independents. Republican Delegate Randy Minchew has             
offered to carry the House cognate of Sen. Petersen’s rate freeze repeal bill. The Richmond               
Times-Dispatch Editorial Board, Attorney General Mark Herring, former Attorney General Ken           
Cuccinelli, and former Attorney General Andrew Miller have all been openly critical of the 2015               
“rate freeze” bill.  
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List of candidates and incumbents committed to supporting SB 1095:  
 
Incumbents: 
 
SD 25: Sen. Creigh Deeds SD 29: Sen. Jeremy McPike SD 34: Sen. Chap Petersen 
HD 10: Del. Randy Minchew HD 11: Del. Sam Rasoul HD 25: Del. Steve Landes  
HD 37: Del. David Bulova HD 45: Del. Mark Levine 
 
House Candidates: 
 
HD 1: Alicia Kallen HD 3: Bill Bunch HD 7: Flo Ketner 
HD 8: Steve McBride HD 9: Stephanie Cook HD 13: Danica Roem 
HD 17: Djuna Osborne HD 18: Will King HD 20: Michele Edwards  
HD 21: Kelly Fowler HD 23: Natalie Short HD 24: John Winfrey 
HD 25: Angela Lynn HD 26: Brent Finnegan HD 27: Larry Barnett  
HD 28: Joshua Cole HD 29: Casey Turben HD 30: Ben Hixon  
HD 31: Elizabeth Guzman HD 50: Lee Carter HD 53: Mike Casey  
HD 55: Morgan Goodman HD 56: Melissa Dart HD 58: Kellen Squire  
HD 59: Marcus Sutphin HD 59: Tracy Carver HD 60: Jamaal Johnston  
HD 62: Sheila Bynum-Coleman HD 64: Rebecca Colaw HD 65: Francis Stevens  
HD 66: Katie Ann Sponsler HD 69: Montigue Magruder HD 73: Debra Rodman  
HD 74: Preston Brown HD 77: Jeff Staples HD 81: Kimberly Tucker  
HD 82: Leigh Anne Bowling HD 83: David Rose-Carmack HD 84: Veronica Coleman  
HD 88: Steve Aycock HD 88: Gerald Anderson HD 88: Amanda Blalock  
HD 91: Michael Wade HD 96: Kelly DeLucia HD 97: Cori Johnson  
HD 98: Sheila Crowley 

 
### 

 
Note: Josh Stanfield is available for interview. 
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